No-Reference Image Blur Assessment Based on Discrete Orthogonal Moments.
Blur is a key determinant in the perception of image quality. Generally, blur causes spread of edges, which leads to shape changes in images. Discrete orthogonal moments have been widely studied as effective shape descriptors. Intuitively, blur can be represented using discrete moments since noticeable blur affects the magnitudes of moments of an image. With this consideration, this paper presents a blind image blur evaluation algorithm based on discrete Tchebichef moments. The gradient of a blurred image is first computed to account for the shape, which is more effective for blur representation. Then the gradient image is divided into equal-size blocks and the Tchebichef moments are calculated to characterize image shape. The energy of a block is computed as the sum of squared non-DC moment values. Finally, the proposed image blur score is defined as the variance-normalized moment energy, which is computed with the guidance of a visual saliency model to adapt to the characteristic of human visual system. The performance of the proposed method is evaluated on four public image quality databases. The experimental results demonstrate that our method can produce blur scores highly consistent with subjective evaluations. It also outperforms the state-of-the-art image blur metrics and several general-purpose no-reference quality metrics.